Desk Solutions Made Easy

A proven workhorse in both educational and corporate settings, the Metalworks desk makes life simple for designers, installers, facility managers, and the people who put it to work every day.

Intuitive Wire Management
From top of the hutch to bottom of the desk legs, wires are easily concealed.

Durable
All metal desk with laminate work surfaces. ANSI-BIFMA tested, with lifetime warranty.

Speedy Install
The components are un handed, the attachment points pre-drilled, and the hutches ship assembled.
Make It Your Own
- 60 standard metal colors, plus online Industry Favorite Colors
- 11 metal drawer fronts, plus laminate front options
- 18 standard laminates, plus online Industry Favorite Laminates
- 15 standard fabrics, plus COM made easy
- 4 lock options
- All components are also sold separately

Clean Lines
All horizontal lines are consistent with In-Line storage products.

Simple to Specify
Work surfaces are supported by non-handed panel legs, and storage simply slides underneath.
Statement of Line

Bare Bones Desk

- Single Pedestal
- Double Pedestal
- Single Pedestal Return

Return Shell

- No Modesty
- Partial Modesty
- Full Modesty

Corner

- No Modesty
- Partial Modesty
- Full Modesty

End-of-Run Extended Corner

- No Modesty
- Partial Modesty
- Full Modesty

Desk Shell

- No Modesty
- Partial Modesty
- 3/4 Modesty
- Full Modesty

“D” and “P” Peninsulas

- No Modesty
- Partial Modesty

Corner Leg Wire

- Management Cover

Extended Corner

- No Modesty
- Partial Modesty
- Full Modesty

Bridge

- No Modesty
- Partial Modesty
- Full Modesty

Wall-Mounted

- Overhead

- Tack Board

Desk Hutch

- Wall-Mounted

- File Hutch

Under Work Surface Storage

- Work Surface
- Freestanding
- Hanging

Transaction Counter

Tackable Screens

- Rectangular
  - 11” High
- Rectangular
  - 20 3/4” High
- Scallop
  - 20 3/4” High

Accessory and À la Carte Items

Desk panel and corner legs, post legs, “H” legs, desk work surfaces and modesty panels sold separately, center drawers, LED and fluorescent task lights, and more.
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